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The “insurable interest” principle, as one of the most important principle 
of marine insurance law, isn’t formulated at all in Maritime Law of China. 
Therefore, the definition of insurable interest legally accords to the provision 
of Insurance Law. Although Insurance Law has stipulated something about 
insurable interest, yet it is obviously too much simple and backward, due to its 
being a result of legislator’s learning from Marine Insurance Act 1906 of 
England under the background of lack of research on insurable interest. When 
applied to the complicated practice of marine insurance, it is so absolutely 
susceptible to the discretion of judge that the same case is sentenced to 
different judgment by different judges. With the rapid development of 
international trade, more and more disputes on marine insurance appear. 
Adopted by the majority of counties over the world, the newly-enacted 
international trade custom, separating the ownership of marine cargo from the 
risks undertaking, also changes the way to define insurable interest in marine 
insurance contract and evokes some new problems on the practice of marine 
cargo transportation insurance. 
   According to Maritime Law and Insurance Law of China, combined with 
the legal stipulation of other countries having developed in sea transportation 
and various theories of scholars, the paper discusses the issues on insurable 
interest of marine cargo transportation insurance and addresses my own views 
and legislative suggestions, on the basis of research of insurable interest of 














for the foreword and conclusion. In comparison with diverse attitudes, the first 
chapter researches the concerned issues on insurable interest of Insurance Law, 
such as the definition of insurable interest, whom and when to be required by 
insurable interest, and how to avoid the insurance contract. Through the 
research on the central issues about insurable interest, the secondary chapter 
analyses the disputes on defining insurable interest in the marine cargo 
transportation insurance practice. Integrated with the international legislative 
trend of the insurable interest principle and marine insurance, the third chapter 
advocates my personal legislative thinking and specific article suggestions 
against the presently legislative situation.   
   In a word, the paper aims at preliminarily clarifying concerned issues on 
insurable interest of marine insurance through mentioned-above discussion, in 
order to better the legislation of marine insurance and trigger others’ interest 
in further research. 
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由裁量权，强化了对被保险人的保护。美国法院在 1887 年的National 










                                                        
① [美] John. F. Dobby. 美国法精要--保险法(Insurance Law)[M]. 北京:法律出版社/West Group, 2001. 
91. 在该案中，保险人Citizen’s Ins. Co以原告被保险人National Filtering Oil Co.对遭受火灾的工厂
无所有权而不具有保险利益为由拒绝赔偿， 终，法院以被保险人实际遭受了财产损失为由支持
了原告的主张。 
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① 郑玉波. 保险法论[M]. 台北:三民书局, 2000. 61. 













































































                                                        
① 中国《民法通则》第 142 条第 2 款。 
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